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What is Radiant AI?

To build Radiant AI, Macorva first curated a library of thousands of simple actions proven to
improve employee, manager, and team performance. Then we developed Artificial Intelligence
to connect each employee with personalized, relevant actions from this library based on
company and team survey results, 360 reviews, and customer feedback.

Our library was built from the research and experience of numerous I/O psychologists and
executive leaders. This team is composed of Chief Learning Officers of Fortune 100 companies,
executive coaches from white shoe management consulting firms, independent consultants
primarily serving small and medium business sectors, and research I/O psychologists. 

How does it work?

We update the Radiant AI action library on an annual basis, mixing in new actions from the
latest research and industry trends with existing actions.

Evolving Radiant AI

As you collect feedback, Macorva uses artificial intelligence to generate action plans for every
individual employee. Our Radiant AI technology combines insights from executive coaches and
I/O psychologists with your feedback to customize next steps for every individual employee,
plus actions to increase every manager’s effectiveness with each of their unique reports. It’s
like having a personal executive coach for every person at your company.

These tasks are designed to take just a few minutes so employees can easily and quickly take
actions to improve. Managers are also given recommended actions for each direct report to
assist and further develop their teams. 

Radiant AI doesn’t stop there. It learns what employee and manager actions were most
effective at improving feedback in your company. Over time, Radiant AI’s suggestions become
more and more targeted, leading to happier employees, happier customers, and a feedback
process that your entire company can be proud of. 



Adding tasks to your action plan is as easy as hitting 

Once you add a task, you will receive a message letting you know it has been added to your
Action plan:

To view all of your tasks, under Action plan select "Tasks"

Individual Radiant AI suggestions
Each employee gets individualized Radiant AI suggestions based upon their feedback from
peers and customers*. Radiant AI suggestions can be added to an employee's Action Plan.
Tasks added to the action plan are visible to the individual employee and their manager so they
can track progress on the assigned tasks. 

*Customer feedback is available if utilizing Macorva CX

Viewing Radiant AI suggestions
After signing into Macorva, the homepage will show your employee and customer feedback. To
view Radiant AI suggestions and your Action plan scroll down.



To mark a task complete, select the checkbox next to the task. 

To edit the task due date, select the calendar icon and select the appropriate date. 

Viewing assigned tasks

Overdue tasks
In progress
Completed tasks

When you select "Tasks" you will see a list of your tasks within your Action plan. These are
broken down by 

Editing tasks



If you mistakenly added a task, the "x" will remove this from your task list.

You may also created a custom task by selecting "Create new task" and entering information
about the task. The default due date will be set to one year from the date entered. Use the
calendar picker to update the date.

Visit your action plan to update progress on tasks and assign new tasks as needed. After each
employee engagement survey, you will receive new suggestions based upon your results.



Manager Radiant AI suggestions
Managers can view their individual Radiant AI suggestions and Action plan using the
instructions above. To view suggestions for each of your direct reports, scroll down on the
homepage and select "Dashboard"

Manager dashboard
When the manager dashboard opens, you will see your direct reports information. To switch
which employee you are viewing, select the appropriate employee from the dropdown.



As a manager, you can also view your direct reports individual task lists by navigating to the
"Action plan" panel.

Once you are here, you can see the employee's Overdue tasks, In progress tasks, and
Completed tasks just as you can on your individual action plan. You can also add any custom
tasks for your employees on this tab. 

Viewing Radiant AI manager suggestions

When you are viewing your direct reports, under the Employee feedback or Customer feedback
panel, you will see a list of Radiant AI Manager suggestions.

View these tasks to assess which are best for you to add to your individual action plan to assist
and develop each individual employee. 

Viewing employee's tasks



When viewing your employees Action plan, you may notice tasks with locks. These are tasks
that were added by another person, therefore you are unable to edit these.

Overdue tasks will appear in the Overdue task section, and the dates will be highlighted in red

As a manager, you can view your direct reports team results if they have more than 5 direct
reports. You can view this by navigating to the "org chart" panel. 

Once you select the team member, you will want to be sure to select the appropriate survey in
the drop down box on the left side of the screen. This should allow you to view the teams
overall engagement and completion as well as individual question weighted averages. You may
need to click the plus sign to expand the section you want to view results for.

Viewing employee's scores


